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though he was 56 and married. He
said he separated from his wife for
other reasons than those given by
Mrs. Weavenson.

Mrs. Frame's appeal against the
$15,000 verdict was turned down. She
is said to be worth $1,OOD,000.
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Less than 8,000 cases of infantile

paralysis were reported in all the
American cities last year. In London
alone the Oriental plague wiped out
68,000 people in 1665, and from 542
B. C. a plague lasting 50 years killed
50,000,000 people.

WEARING "BARRELS" BRAND NEWEST
BY BETTY BROWN

"Wearing a barrel" is no longer a
joke. Scores of women are parading
on Fifth av. every In "barrel ef-
fects." And they are not actresses
or manequins, either.

The most conservative of fashion-
able have seized upon the astonish-
ing "barrel" coat and "barrel" skirt

WHAT HA5 BECOME
-- -

THE OLD FASHIONED KID
WHO USED TO GET ALL
DRESSED UP AND USTEM
TO THE FOLKS

TODAY IN ILLINOIS HISTORY
Feb. 6, 1833. Meeting of the citi-

zens of Sangamon county friendly to
the establishment of a state bank
was held at the tavern of Mr. A. G.
Herndon at 6 p, m. Feb. 6, 1833. Wil-

liam L. May, Esq., was called to the
chafr and Edward Jones appointed
secretary. Stephen T. Logan ad-

dressed the meeting In support of the
measure.

Never dust electrjo globes while
unlightad. The static electricity

will break the filaments.
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without the slightest modification of
the Paris originals.

The barrel silhouette is most eas-
ily attained by varying the pattern of
Zouave trousers. The curving hip
seam emphasizes the new line, but
the hem of the skirt fixes It. This
hem is turned up underneath and is
attached to a shorter and scanter
foundation petticoat.

The photo shows a barrel costume
developed in tan Georgette satin and
Georgette crepe of the same shade,
embroidered in gold.The, dress is fit-

ted at the waist solely with the gir-
dle.

To wear with this costume or to
use as a separate coat is a barrel
wrap built of tan silk faille banded
with marabou.

Many of the smart barrel coats are
much more extreme than this model.
They are tighter at the waist, wider
across the hips and narrower at the
hem. The above model is not at all
pronounced, although the average
conservative woman will undoubted-
ly "feel funny" the first time she puts
It on.

Fpr those who are fascinated by
exaggerations there are coats cut
with a horizontal seam through the
skirt, whereto is fastened an inverted
circular flounce, that is, one which IsT

wider where It joins the upper gar-
ment than it ie at the hem.


